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The development within the financial sector allows exploring various online services by the 
normal banks. The banking sector is functioning to reinforce customer service by providing them 
online banking services. it's also referred to as virtual banking that permits the purchasers to 
conduct online services by using the web. The purchasers are ready to perform financial and 
non-financial services with the chief medium of internet. There's continues innovation within the 
field of monetary sector like virtual banks with no branches, innovative online services that 
permits to manage your individual account in effective manner (Ismail, 2017). Virtual banking 
has changed banking industry completely which has developed convenient banking industry. 
during this busy and hectic schedule it's difficult for a private to form time to go to bank for 
checking their account balance, interest rates, successful transfer of cash , and the other 
update. banking industry has developed virtual banking industry for customer convenience 
where a private can access their banking industry anytime and anyplace. There are many 
scenarios when there's banking holiday thanks to which your money can’t be transferred. Online 
banking industry has provides an ease by providing 24 hours and three hundred and sixty five 
days services. It resolves issues faced by the purchasers during traditional banking industry. a 
private don’t got to substitute queue for any money deport and transfer. The virtual banking 
industry provides convenience to transfer money 24 hours in three hundred and sixty five days. 
You don’t got to stick with perform any transaction within working hours as you'll do as per your 
convenience in 24 hours. the purchasers can access their updated passbook anytime for 
monitor their transactions to manage their financial plans. You don’t got to substitute queue for 
paying bills because it has feature to pay any quite bill including electricity, water system, 
telephone, and other bills. Internet banking has improved the standard of services by providing 
them convenience to perform their transactions anytime during the day. The consumers are 
ready to apply for loan, insurance, and the other services without visiting the banks physically 
which shows that the standard of e-banking is fast and effective. you'll transfer money and utilize 
anytime which is that the greatest advantage to access internet banking. You don’t got to visit 
banks for transferring money which may be done from anywhere without visiting to the banks 
physically. Internet banking reduce enable to scale back operational costs with better quality of 
services. It provides convenience with high customer service at lower rate. The Bank charges 
minimal amount for operations which reflect that the e-banking services are reasonable and 
efficient. Internet banking provides low rate of interest on mortgage loans than banks. The 
operational cost is additionally low which helps to saving amount that's beneficial for the 
purchasers . There are various other facilities like no minimum balance account which helps to 
take care of account with zero balance. It increases total income of the consumers without even 
worry about maintaining minimum balance. 
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